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Monitoring committee for Adherence to code of
Conduct

The IQAC of BKLW RMC acts as ah umbrella body that, among other things, exercises oversight and
monitors the functioning of the various committees concerned with matters of discipline, ethics, and
codes of conduct.
The various committees that help in implementing the code of conduct among students are:

The IQAC monitors the Code of Conduct for Teaching and Non-teaching Staff and reviews it from
time to time.

Code of Student Conduct
t. Ragging in any form is strictly PROHIBITED.

2. The student is personally responsible for safety of their valuables.

3. Theft/damage to Institutional assets will be recovered from students.

4. Birthday party or any kind of celebration/nuisance will not be tolerated.

5. Drawing/Writing /pasting on walls& benches / tables is strictly prohibited and strict
disciplinary action will be taken against defaulters.

6. Only Students admitted in hostel are allowed to stay. Visitors are not allowed beyond
the hostel building entrance.

7. Mess is compulsory for those who opt for hostel.

8. Student shall not throw anything outside their room/verandah or litter in the premises.

It is responsibility of individual student to keep rooms and corridor clean.

9. Consumption of Alcohol / Drugs / Intoxicating drinks /Smoking / Burning of crackers /
Celebration of any festivals in and around Institution & hostel premises is prohibited.

10. Any type of storage or possession of firearm, ammunition, explosive and inflammable
goods on the Institution premises is strictly prohibited.



11' During college hours students should wear clean and tidy uniforms and apron. Boys
should always have their shirt tucked in properly

12' Boys should have a descent hair cut & girls should have their hair tied during college
hours

L3. Jean's Are Not Allowed During Coilege Working Hours

L4' The students should be decently dressed when they are out of room. i.e. at canteen,
Library, etc.

15' students are prohibited to use automobiles anywhere in the Institution premises;
however they are permitted to use Bicycles.

16. Use of mobile phones is strictly prohibited in college building. tf found it will be
confiscated.

l-7. once the allotment of rooms in the hostel is done no change will be made and no
student can exchange the rooms on their own.

L8. Student has to cooperate with roommate, other colleagues and should not make
gesture which will trouble your room partner.

19. Watching videos, using mobile, computers, WhatsApp late night is prohibited. lf found
guilty gadgets will be taken in to wardens custody.

Students bunking classes and coming late for lectures are liable for punishment.

Please take note of Time table about vacation. No extra teave will be sanctioned other
than mentioned in the time table for any student.

22. Students are under CCTV surveillance so decent behaviour is expected in the premises.

23' ln case if any breakage of furniture by the student, he or she has to pay the charges for
the same.
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